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Abstract. Free access to full-text scientific papers in major digital libraries and 
other web repositories is limited to only their abstracts consisting of no more 
than several dozens of words. Current keyword-based techniques allow for clus-
tering such type of short texts only when the data set is multi-category, e.g., 
some documents are devoted to sport, others to medicine, others to politics, etc. 
However, they fail on narrow domain-oriented libraries, e.g., those containing 
all documents only on physics, or all on geology, or all on computational lin-
guistics, etc. Nevertheless, just such data sets are the most frequent and most in-
teresting ones. We propose simple procedure to cluster abstracts, which consists 
in grouping keywords and using more adequate document similarity measure. 
We use Stein’s MajorClust method for clustering both keywords and docu-
ments. We illustrate our approach on the texts from the Proceedings of a nar-
row-topic conference. Limitations of our approach are also discussed. Our pre-
liminary experiments show that abstracts cannot be clustered with the same 
quality as full texts, though the achieved quality is adequate for many applica-
tions; accordingly, we suggest that digital libraries should provide document 
images of full texts of the papers (and not only abstracts) for open access via 
Internet, in order to help in search, classification, clustering, selection, and 
proper referencing of the papers. 

1   Introduction 

1.1   Difficulties in Clustering Short Documents 

In Information Retrieval, clustering algorithms are used to analyze large collections of 
documents by means of subdividing them into groups of similar documents. A typical 
approach to document clustering in a given domain is to transform the textual docu-
ments into vector form basing on a list of index keywords and then use well-known 
numerical procedures of cluster analysis [13]. The list of keywords is constructed 
from a training document set belonging to the same domain. If the domain is un-
known then this list is constructed directly from the document collection itself. The 
keyword list used for document representation is weighted using, for example, the 
well-known tf-idf technique [15].     
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Currently such an approach is used for clustering not only full-text documents, but 
also for clustering short documents containing 50–100 words – as, for example, news, 
brief historical or advertising information, etc. However, the fact that good results 
have been obtained in these particular cases is not a reason for optimism: this ap-
proach gives very unstable or imprecise results when clustering abstracts of scientific 
papers, technical reports, patents, etc. Nevertheless, just these cases are the most in-
teresting ones: most digital libraries and other web-based repositories of scientific and 
technical information nowadays provide free access only to abstracts and not to the 
full texts of the documents. Therefore, the results prove to greatly depend on the type 
of short documents being clustered. Let us consider the following two different cases: 

1. Document collection containing the documents that belong to essentially different 
domains, such as sport, culture, politics, etc.    

2. Document collection containing the documents from one narrow domain, such as 
physics, linguistics, urbanistics, etc. 

This partition of document collections may seem very subjective. For example, in 
the domain of physics we can distinguish nuclear physics, optics, chemical physics, 
experimental physics, etc.  In fact by different domains we mean the domains whose 
keyword vocabularies have no or very few words in common. In this case the size of 
the documents is not important for clustering in the keyword space: any clustering 
procedure will divide such documents into clusters - which are just the domains - well 
enough, since the documents are mapped to completely different keyword subspaces 
of the whole keyword space of the document collection.   

A weak intersection of domain vocabularies can slightly disfigure the results: some 
documents can contain keywords only from this intersection, which is much more 
probable for short documents than for large ones. To avoid such an effect, one can 
remove common words from the list of index keywords and work only with the 
“pure” domains without keywords in common, as described above. Some short docu-
ments may in this case prove not to have any index keywords; they can be collected 
together and classified manually. The words in common can be found by a simple 
two-step procedure: (1) construct the list of keywords for the whole document collec-
tion and use it for clustering all documents; (2) construct the keyword lists for every 
document cluster and select the words in common. 

When we deal with documents from one given domain, the situation is cardinally 
different. All clusters to be revealed have strong intersections of their vocabularies 
and the difference between them consists not in the set of index keywords but in their 
proportion. This causes very unstable and thus very imprecise results when one works 
with short documents, because of very low absolute frequency of occurrence of the 
keywords in the texts. Usually only 10%–20% of the keywords from the complete 
keyword list occur in every document and their absolute frequency usually is 1 or 2, 
sometimes 3 or 4. In this situation, changing a keyword’s frequency by 1 can signifi-
cantly change the clustering results. Thus the first difficulty consists in: 

− very low absolute frequencies of occurrences of the keywords from the general 
keyword list in the text, which leads to unstable results. 

Thus our first problem is to assure stability and thus correctness of the results of 
clustering.  
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Consider now another classification of short documents: 
1. Document collection containing  news or other self-contained information; 
2. Document collection containing abstracts of full-text scientific or technical docu-

ments not included in the collection. 
When clustering a new data collection, we must assure first of all validity of clus-

tering results, i.e., good quality of grouping according to the given internal criteria. 
When we work with abstracts, we always have an additional specific criterion of 
closeness between abstracts being clustered and the corresponding full-text docu-
ments. Consider manual clustering of full texts as the gold standard, we can assess 
usability of our clustering results. Some researchers evaluate the usability comparing 
automatic versus manual clustering of only abstracts; however, we use a more rigor-
ous gold standard consisting in dealing with full texts. 

Our experiments with clustering abstracts and full-text papers show that it is prac-
tically impossible to obtain coincident or at least very close clusters. In fact, abstracts 
and full-text documents have different contents: Indeed, the abstracts explain the 
goals of the research reported in the paper (the problem), while the paper itself ex-
plains the methods used to achieve these goals (e.g., the algorithms). In consequence, 
a collection of abstracts and a collection of full-texts documents have significantly 
different keyword lists; at least they use the lexicon in different ways. Thus, the sec-
ond difficulty consists in: 
− significant difference between the use of keywords in abstracts and their full-text 

counterparts, which leads to imprecise results.  
Consequently, our second goal is to provide more exact results with respect to the 

closeness between clustering abstracts and full papers. The problem of clustering 
abstracts arises when one works with documents from one narrow domain. Abstracts 
belonging to significantly different domains are clustered well, but this case is not 
interesting; any search engine can easy classify such abstracts. 

1.2   Related Work 

Though there exists extensive literature on information retrieval [3, 21], the problem 
of clustering narrow-domain short documents is not well-studied. One of the reasons 
for this consists in that when clustering algorithms are applied to multi-domain docu-
ment collections no problems arise. 

The only works concerning categorization of short documents we are aware of use 
supervised methods, i.e., are based on prior training [8; 22]. These works obtained 
excellent results, but for a different situation, because we deal in an unsupervised 
manner with clusters that are unknown beforehand, rather than with predefined cate-
gories. Makagonov et al. [10] considered the problem of clustering abstracts. How-
ever, the document collection contained the texts from easily distinguishable domains, 
and the number of domains was known beforehand. 

Makagonov et al. [12] used stronger criteria of keyword selection and a combined 
measure of closeness between documents (cosine and polynomial ones). These crite-
ria can give more confidence to the low absolute frequencies of keyword occurrences 
in abstracts; the combined measure can make the results closer to expert opinion. 
However, both techniques received some critics because they were not justified well 
enough and were not tested in more complex situation (the number of clusters was 
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known in advance). Alexandrov et al. [2] considered two procedures for clustering 
abstracts from a given narrow domain using clustering keywords. Those results were 
very preliminary, and no discussion of limitations of the method was provided. Be-
sides, both works used well-known clustering methods - k-means and the nearest 
neighbor method - while there exists very promised method MajorClust [17], which 
have been demonstrated to give excellent results on clustering textual documents in 
comparison with the two mentioned methods [18]. 

In this paper we suggest the following modifications of the traditional approach, 
which significantly improve clustering results: 
− Grouping words from the word frequency list, to make the results more stable and 

correct; 
− Transformation of usual cosine measure of document similarity, to take into ac-

count the difference between abstracts and full-text documents. 
The first suggestion is close to that proposed in [9], where clusters of keywords 

were used for constructing semantic space for information retrieval problems. Our 
procedure is simpler: we do not use any linguistic information on the relation be-
tweens words; we rely only on links extracted with statistical methods from a docu-
ment corpus. Our second suggestion continues that proposed in [12], where combined 
measure of document similarity was used. Again, our procedure is simpler: we use 
logarithmic transformation of term frequencies, inspired by the information-theoretic 
aspect of the problem. 

For clustering keywords, we used MajorClust method. In the paper we pay atten-
tion to the limitations caused by grouping keywords and their stronger selection. 

2   Main Algorithm 

2.1   Indexing 

Preliminary keyword selection. In the framework of the traditional approach, ran-
dom character of document presentation (as considered in the vector space model) is 
not taken into account: all word occurrences are considered fixed values; this is justi-
fied for long documents. The corresponding procedure finds all words in the whole 
document collection, filters out stopwords, and joins the words having the same base 
meaning using, for example, Porter stemming algorithm [14]. 

In case of abstracts, we have a different situation. Namely, one or two occurrences 
of any low-frequency word in a text double its frequency count. Because of the ran-
dom nature of such occurrences, the error of the frequency estimation becomes com-
parable to the frequency itself. To increase the confidence for low-frequency words, 
we have to perform word selection. For this, we use the following criterion introduced 
in [11]: only those words W are included in the index keyword list that satisfy the 
following inequality: 

FDom(W) >> FGen(W); namely, FDom(W) / FGen(W) > k, (1) 

where FDom(W) and FGen(W) are the frequencies of the word W in the given document 
collection and in a general balanced corpus of the given language (a corpus of general 
use), respectively. 

The parameter k is determined empirically. Its value is related to the statistical es-
timation of the mean error in the measuring of the frequencies due to the limited size 
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of the sample texts. A reasonable value for k must be greater than 3 or 4 for low-
frequency words in short texts; in our practical work we used k = 7 in order to obtain 
stable enough results. 

On the other hand, a stable result does not mean a good result: taking only one 
keyword we would obtain the most stable but absolutely useless result. Indeed, elimi-
nating words we lose certain information; extremely strong filtering leads to absurd 
results. Thus in our experiments we used k = 2 while stability of results was achieved 
by grouping keywords as described below (which allows for a lower threshold k). 

To conflate the words having the same base meaning, we used empirical formulas 
for testing word similarity [1].  

Grouping keywords and weighting. Grouping keywords is an efficient way to com-
pensate for the effect of low frequencies of these keywords. In this case, every group 
of keywords can be considered a new coordinate in the index space, equal to the sum 
of the occurrences of all keywords in a given group. We will call this sum cluster 
frequency. One can suggest several variants of how to group the words having close 
semantics. For example: 

− use synsets of an appropriate ontology (e.g., WordNet or a synonym dictionary); 
− use a thesaurus related to a given domain; 
− cluster the words in the space of documents themselves. 

Two former variants use external information. The latter variant is the simplest; we 
discuss just this variant in this paper. However, here we have to answer on two impor-
tant questions: 

− How many keyword clusters should one take for clustering documents? 
− How to evaluate semantic significance of each keyword cluster? 

Obviously, the result of clustering documents crucially depends on the number of 
keyword clusters. To solve such a problem, we suggest using one of density-based 
methods. These methods automatically determine the number of clusters; one of them, 
MajorClust, constructs very natural clusters (in the sense that the revealed clusters are 
the closest ones to those selected by human experts). This method was suggested in 
[17] and investigated in [4, 18, 19, 20]. 

When grouping keywords, we suppose a certain semantic closeness between them. 
Indeed, we suppose that the absence of some words from a cluster may be compen-
sated for by the presence of the others. To evaluate the semantic significance of a 
cluster, we use the average distance between all words included in the cluster: 

Sk = ∑
ji

jid
,

, / Nk, (2) 

where k is the number of the cluster, i and j are the elements of this clusters (i  j),  
Nk  is the number of links in the cluster k . 

2.2   Clustering 

Document similarity measure. We consider the vector model of document represen-
tation. To evaluate the closeness between two documents, we use the well-known 
cosine measure:  
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where xk1 and xk2 are the vectors corresponding to the documents 1 and 2.  In our case, 
xk1 and xk2 are relative cluster frequencies. The difference from the traditional cosine 
measure consists in the following:  

− the coordinates in (3) correspond to the clusters of keywords as described above,    
− these coordinates are weighted using the semantic coefficients from (4) below. 

We have already mentioned that in case of clustering abstracts one should take into 
account the difference between contents of abstracts and their full-text papers. 
Namely, the direct ratio of the coordinates should be changed taking into account the 
information-theoretic aspect of the problem. Indeed, the abstracts usually introduce 
the reader to the possibilities of a suggested approach or method, while the full papers 
give its more or less detailed explanation. This leads to the necessity to change the 
document representation in the document similarity measure to use logarithm of the 
vector coordinates:  

xk = log(1 + fk), (4) 

where fk are the relative cluster frequencies. It is these coordinates that are included 
in (3). The experiments described in the next section support this hypothesis.  

Clustering methods. In the suggested approach clustering is applied twice: for 
grouping keywords and for grouping abstracts. It is well-known that the number of 
methods and their modifications used in cluster analysis are more than authors work-
ing in this area. [7]. Extensive literature is devoted to such methods and their applica-
tions in text processing [13, 19].  

For clustering abstracts, we used the K-medoid method, the nearest neighbor 
method, and MajorClust method. These are the simplest implementations of the ex-
emplar-based, hierarchy-based, and density-based approaches, respectively. Our goal 
was not selecting the best clustering method for abstracts; from the previous discus-
sion it is clear that this is separate and difficult task. We used the former two methods, 
since they are in a sense the most “contradictory” ones: they give the least coincident 
results on various data sets as compared with other pairs of clustering methods. This 
was noted by Solomon [16], where instead of K-medoid method the usual K-means 
was tested. This was also investigated in detail by Stein et al. [4, 18]. Thus closeness 
of the results of these methods would be a strong indication of stability of obtained 
clusters. 

MajorCluster is a new method firstly desribed in [17]. We slightly modified it in 
order to avoid circling related with weak connections between the documents due to 
their small size. 

The idea of the method is very simple: it distributes objects to clusters in such a 
way that the similarity of an object to the assigned cluster exceeds its similarity to any 
other cluster. Neither K-means (K-medoid) nor the nearest neighbor (NN) methods 
possess such optimization property: the former one provides the maximum closeness 
of objects to the centers of clusters to be constructed, while the latter one provides 
maximum connectivity of objects inside clusters, independently of their similarity to 
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other clusters. MajorCluster method works as follows: first, every object is considered 
a separate cluster. Then the objects are joined to the nearest cluster. In the process of 
cluster construction, the objects can change their cluster – in contrast to the NN-
method. This algorithm is an implementation of the algorithm for graph clustering 
based on the notion of weighted edge connectivity [17]. 

For clustering words we used only MajorClust method, because we have no a pri-
ori information concerning the number of keyword clusters. Numerous experiments 
show that this method outperforms both other methods, independently of index selec-
tion for the given document collection, such as RCV1-Reuters Corpus, vol. 1 [18–20]. 

3   Experiments with Web-Retrieved Information 

3.1   Data Source and Clustering Quality 

CICLing-2002 conference collection. In our experiments, we used a document 
collection consisting of the abstracts of the CICLing-2002 Conference (Conference on 
Computational Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing; www.CICLing.org), 
which is a narrow domain-oriented conference [5]. The document collection consisted 
of 48 abstracts (40 KB of text). After indexing, the domain dictionary contained 
approximately 390 words. Though this is a small collection, our research is prelimi-
nary, our goal being to attract attention to the problem and to the possible ways of its 
solution. For this, one does not need a very large collection. On the other hand, this 
allowed for careful manual classification and detailed evaluation of the results.  

A human expert manually classified the papers of the Conference into 4 and 11 
classes, which were, according to the expert’s judgment, natural. This can be ex-
plained as follows. Classification into 2 classes was not interesting: the binary situa-
tion may be effectively analyzed by the corresponding methods. Classification into 3, 
5, ..., 10 classes was not considered by the expert to be balanced. This means that in 
these cases the classes proved to belong to different levels of hierarchy if the hierar-
chy-based clustering would be applied. And classification into more than 11 classes 
gave very small groups.  

Here are the four categories of papers selected by the expert (the titles are given 
only for the reader’s convenience): 
− Linguistic (semantics, syntax, morphology, parsing), 
− Ambiguity  (word sense disambiguation, anaphora, tagging, spelling), 
− Lexicon (lexicon and corpus, text generation), 
− Text processing (information retrieval, summarization, text classification). 

The selected categories (classes) are rather fuzzy. For example, the intersection of 
vocabulary for the documents from the most different second and forth groups was 
about 70%. This implies that the selected domain is rather narrow. 

Validity and usability of clustering. Quality of clustering is evaluated using various 
objective criteria based in the relations within and between the clusters. The 
procedure of evaluating the clustering quality is called cluster validation. For testing 
cluster validity we used so-called index of expected density of clustering [20]: 
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where G is a given graph of connections between the objects, Gi is its subgraph, V  is 
the total number of the objects in the graph, Vi is the number of the objects in i-th 
subgraph, w(⋅) is the total weight of the edges in the graphs or subgraphs, C stands for 
a given clustering, and Gi corresponds to the i-th cluster. Higher values of ρ mean 

better clustering. 
The correspondence between the results of automatic and human clustering can be 

evaluated by various measures. The procedure of evaluating is called cluster usability 
estimation. We use the F-measure in the form presented in [4]:  
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where {C*
1, ..., C

*
l} stand for the human classification, {C1, ..., Ck } for the clusters 

obtained by the algorithm, prec(i,j) is the precision of the cluster j with respect to the 
class i: |Cj  C*

i | / |Cj|; rec(i,j) is the recall of cluster j with respect to the class i:  
|Cj  C*

i| / |C
*
i| .  

Stein et al. [20] showed that ρ -index correlates well with F-measure. Thus to 

provide a good usability of results, ρ -index can be calculated without participation 

of human experts. 

3.2   Experiments 

Experimental setting. Following the traditional approach, we indexed all the words 
according to well-known tf and tf-idf measures, where tf stands for term frequency 
and idf for inverse document frequency [15]. 

In the suggested approach, we used all words selected by the rule (1) discussed 
above, and then clustered them with MajorClust method. This gave 14 clusters of 
keywords, which were semantically weighted by the formula (2). Before this proce-
dure, the weakest connections were eliminated from the connection graph.  

In all our experiments, the standard cosine similarity measure was used to evaluate 
both the similarity between documents and the similarity between keywords. 

Testing the grouping of keywords. The goal of the first series of experiments was to 
compare the traditional and suggested approaches to indexing. We also checked the 
sensibility of the results to the change of the document set. Since we had the reference 
classification provided by a human expert, we could evaluate the quality of clustering 
using F-measure. 

The number of document clusters to be constructed was fixed at 4. The MajorClust 
method revealed confirmed that this is the natural number of documents clusters.   

We conducted our experiments with two document sets: the original one, contain-
ing all 48 abstracts, and a reduced one, containing 75% of the whole set, i.e., 36 
documents. Because of reducing the number of documents, the vocabulary used for 
clustering procedure changed. The results are presented in Table 1. Scaling stands for 
the correction of document coordinates according to (4). 

These results show that the suggested approach gives better and more stable results 
with respect to changing the document set. Besides, one can see that using idf factor 
reduces the stability of the results. The possible explanation of this is a high level of 
randomness of word occurrences in texts. 
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Table 1. F-measure for comparison of ways of indexing. 

Indexing Scaling 48 abstracts 36 abstracts 
Tf-idf No 0.56 0.49 
Tf No 0.56 0.51 
Grouping Yes 0.64 0.58 

Testing logarithmic measure. The goal of the second series of experiments was to 
demonstrate the advantage of using logarithmic scaling in cosine similarity measure. 
Here we used the whole document set.  

Table 2. F- measure for evaluation of scaling. 

Indexing Scaling Without scaling 
tf-idf 0.64 0.56 
Grouping  0.64 0.58 

The results show that logarithmic scaling improves clustering both for traditional 
approach to indexing and for the suggested one.  

Testing methods and model complexity. In our last series of experiments, we tested 
the clustering methods under different number of expected classes. We considered the 
K-medoid, NN- and MajorCluster methods. The number of classes was equal 4 and 
11. Since the MajorCluster determines the number of clusters automatically, it was 
used only one time. The quality of clustering was evaluated by F-measure and 
ρ index. The results are presented in Table 3. Note that the values for F and ρ  vary 

in the range between 0 and 1. 

Table 3. F- measure and ρ -index for different cluster number. 

 4 clusters 11 clusters 

Method F ρ  F ρ  

NN method 0.64 0.71 0.46 0.42 
MajorClust 0.64 0.71 – – 
K-medoid 0.56 0.67 0.49 0.39 

The results demonstrate a quite good stability of clustering with 4 clusters: both 
contradictory methods gave the same results. Worse quality of clustering on 11 clus-
ters can be explained as follows. By joining keywords, we improve stability of the 
results, but simultaneously lose some information related to the semantics of individ-
ual keywords. This means that by clustering keywords we limit the structure complex-
ity (number of classes), which can be revealed from the data using given set of key-
word clusters. Reduced value of the validity index supports such a hypothesis. 

It is easy to see that changing of expected density index reflects the change of F-
measure. However, to consider their correlation, one should conduct experiments on 
different data sets and with different number of clusters. For RCV1 document collec-
tion, this was elaborated by Stein et al. [20].    
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4   Conclusions and Future Work 

Conclusions of the experiments. Nowadays the problem of clustering abstracts is 
important for handling documents in digital libraries of scientific information, where 
the most part of the data is presented in the form of abstracts. We have suggested a 
technique for clustering such information, which consists in grouping indexes and 
using logarithmic scaling in document similarity measure. Our experiments with ab-
stracts show its advantage in comparison with traditional approaches.  

Proposal on open access to full text document images. Clustering only abstracts 
one cannot achieve as good results as when clustering full text papers. To facilitate 
the work of search engines, both in search and in clustering the search results, espe-
cially in context of the Semantic Web effort, we propose that digital libraries and 
Internet repositories provide open access to document images of the papers. A docu-
ment image is a vector of word frequencies, which can be restricted to a small list of 
keywords extracted from the whole document collection. This does not violate the 
copyright laws because it is impossible to recover the full text of the paper from such 
a document image. This proposal was originally suggested by Makagonov [12] and is 
now under consideration in the Library of the Mixteca University. 

Future work. This is a preliminary paper. In the future, we plan to use WordNet and 
other ontology-related techniques for grouping semantically similar keywords and 
compare the results with those obtained in this paper. We plan to consider the 
hypervolume clustering criterion [6] to improve cluster validity. We also plan to apply 
our techniques for very large medical database of Czech Ministry of Healthcare, in 
cooperation with our Czech colleagues from Masaryk university. Finally, we plan to 
evaluate our methods on the 20newsgrous collection. 

We will also test the methods of assessing the cluster quality taking into account 
the possibilities for the division of a given test set into classes. This depends on the 
intersection of the vocabulaty of the classes. 
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